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Session 1 - Tuesday - 1:30pm to 3:20:  
 
The goal of this session is to refine the student's technical and tactical understanding of the 
sport with the opportunity to apply their knowledge in a non-competitive match.  
 
Warm Up: It should be noted that the following warm up will be printed in a large font and 
posted on the notice section of the back wall so students can familiarize themselves with the 
warm up. This will ensure that less time is designated to explaining the warm up; leaving 
more time for fencing.  
 
1.30: Warm Up 
 

3 Minute Jog. This warms up the majority of the body's muscles and gets blood 
circulating.  
 
Half Lap: 
 

a. Going Forward: Single lunge stretch with rotation toward the dominant side. 
This stretches out the lower back and activates glutes. (30 seconds) 

b. Going Back: Forward high kick. This stretches out the hamstring and calves.  
              (30 seconds) 
 
Half Lap:  
 

a. Alternating leg quadriceps stretch. Pulling leg back towards butt whilst 
standing on one leg. This stretches out the glutes. (30 seconds) 

b. Alternating hip and glute flex. Pulling knee forward towards chest whilst 
standing on one leg. This stretches out the hamstring. (30 seconds) 

 
1 minute of rapid butt kicks. This activates glutes and helps develop short twitch 
muscles and explosive power in the leg. This is necessary when accelerating during 
advancement and retreatment, lunging, and recovering from lunges.  
 
1 minute of rapid high knees. This activates the glutes and hamstrings helping to 
continue to prepare students for any rapid or explosive bursts of speed and power they 
will demonstrate when fencing.  
 
1 minute of side shuffles. This helps to prepare the hamstring and quads. This is 
necessary for changing acceleration, as well as developing the muscles used in the 
feet to help with a change in direction. It is imperative that students remain in a low 
position for this.  
 
1 minute of rapid crossover steps with upper body twists. This finishes with a general 
agility exercise that should re-engage all parts of the body as well as improve 
coordination. 



 

 
Total Time: 9 minutes. Allow a total of 10 minutes for the warm up. This additional 1 
minute will account for any additional time taken up by unexpected issues. This may 
need to be adjusted as sessions progress to better reflect the capability of students.  
 

1:40 - 1:45: Break 
 
Students will have a five-minute break in which time they will need to be dressed in a jacket 
and have a mask and foil ready. It's advised that as they are junior fencers there is one 
coach in the armory distributing gear and one coach stationed outside to assist in any 
difficulties the Year 7’s have. Regardless of this, students should be encouraged to help 
each other into gear to establish a corroborative environment and coaches should be a last 
resort. 
 
1.45 - 2.30: Technical Drills  
 
Year 7 need more technical work to properly cement the basics. In addition, each drill needs 
to be prefaced with a quick summation of the context of when this drill is applied in a bout. 
It's especially important that direct links to priority, the rule based system of the sport, are 
established. This is crucial as it provides students with a framework to work within. The 
following drills fall under two categories, basic and extension. Basic drills are those that 
should be addressed each session whereas extension drills are those that should be 
attempted only if there is adequate time and the students are demonstrating competency 
with the basic drills. Furthermore, within each category, there is a subcategory of attack and 
defence. Drills are divided into these categories based on whether they concern the 
attacking phases of a bout or the defensive phases. It's recommended that coaches do all of 
one type of drill, for example attacking, before moving onto another. In addition, it's 
recommended that coaches explain to students that certain drills are attempted only when 
attacking and others are only when defending. This is so students can mentally categorize 
these drills. This is so during a bout they can recognise that when either attacking or 
defending they need only focus on certain skills or actions, as opposed to having to think 
about everything.  
 
Drill Structure: The following structure is the same for all drills. The twelve Year 7 students 
should be divided into 2 groups. This should be random each session to ensure students 
work with a variety of partners. Each group of 6 should be overseen by 1 coach. From here 
each group should form 3 pairs. It's worth noting that, the drill for each section is 
numbered, the higher the number the harder the drill. Furthermore, it is advised to expect 
each drill to take 5 - 10 minutes depending on the difficulty. Finally, the following drills have a 
step by step description of the process required for each drill. This timeframe should act as 
an indication as to whether it is taking too long or whether the students are demonstrating 
competency and completing it within the allotted time. Finally, the explanations below should 
not be repeated to the students. Instead, coaches should familiarise themselves with the 
structure of each drill, outlined below, and be able to synthesise the information so students 
can better grasp what is required of them. One such method may be for coaches to call out 
the move while all the fencers move at once.  



 

Basic Drills:  
 

- Attacking:  
 

1. Extension at all distances. Each fencer in a pair should complete 10 
extensions at an extension, step, lunge, and step-lunge distance. After one 
fencer has completed all of these distances the roles of the fencers will swap. 
This drill begins with the fencer who is hitting extending their arm while their 
opponent stands still. This only changes at the final distance, step-lunge; 
when the attacking fencer steps forward before lunging, his partner needs to 
also take a step back to simulate a step lunge. This drill is only concerned 
with warming up the hands of each fencer and cementing the technical ability 
of each fencer.  
 

2. Engages at a lunge and step-lunge distance. Each fencer should complete 
10 engage hits at a lunge and step lunge distance. After one fencer has 
completed all of these distances the roles of the fencers will swap. This drill 
begins when the fencer who is hitting engages the blade of their opponent, 
pressing against it, prior to lunging. This is followed by them finishing and 
their opponent being hit. As in the previous drill, at step lunge distance the 
fencer being hit needs to also take a step back on the other fencer's 
engagement step. The purpose of this drill is to demonstrate how when 
attacking if one's opponent presents their blade you can control the distance 
and timing by engaging prior to hitting.  
 

3. Disengages at lunge and step-lunge distance. Each fencer should 
complete 10 disengages at a lunge and step lunge distance. After one fencer 
has completed all of these distances the roles of the fencers will swap. This 
drill, unlike the other two, begins by the fencer who is being hit initiating the 
action. The fencer who is being hit needs to search for the opponent's blade 
with either a 3 or 4 parry. For anyone who is unaware, a parry is a defensive 
action used to block the blade from hitting the target area and the number 
refers to the type of parry. At this point, the fencer who is being hit needs to 
disengage prior to lunging or during the step before the lunge. The purpose of 
this drill is to show fencers that when their opponent searches for their 
weapon as they're defending they expose themselves and provide you with 
the opening you need to finish.  

 
 
It is crucial it's stressed that the fencer hitting has priority as they are coming forward and 
their opponent is retreating.  
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

- Defending: 
 

1. Parry Riposte. Each fencer will parry their opponent at all distances; 
extension, step, lunge, step lunge. After one fencer has completed all of these 
distances the roles of the fencers will swap. This drill begins with the fencer 
who is not parrying extending their blade in an effort to hit their opponent. 
Then, the other fencer must parry the blade and then riposte and hit their 
opponent. The fencer riposting should take 5 parry 3's, and 5 parry 4's, to 
make a total of 10 parries per distance. When the fencer ripostes they should 
do so relative to the distance. For instance, at a lunge distance, the fencer 
should parry-riposte and then lunge as a step would be too small and a step 
lunge would be too big. The purpose of this drill is to demonstrate the primary 
technical means through which fencers can defend themselves and take over 
priority. It's also important that fencers are told that the reason they may need 
to step lunge as opposed to just lunging is because if their opponent retreats 
they will need to fix the distance before finishing.  
 

2. Parry Riposte Disengage. After one fencer has completed all of the 
distances the fencers will swap roles. This drill has the same format as the 
drill above except after parrying the fencers must disengage. This means 
when a fencer parries it is the job of their opponent to push against the blade 
in order to simulate a counter riposte. This should inform the fencer who has 
parried that they need to disengage and hit their opponent. The purpose of 
this drill is to demonstrate what to do if after parrying you feel resistance from 
your opponent's blade. This prevents fencers from being counter parried.  
 

3. Beat attack takeover. After one fencer has completed all of the distances the 
roles of the fencers will swap. Each fencer will beat their opponent's blade in 
defence and finish 10 times at a lunge and step lunge distance. This drill 
begins with the fencer who is not beating advancing for 3 steps. During this 
time they will also need to extend their arm, not in an attempt to hit their 
opponent but so their blade is within reach of their opponent. At this time the 
other fencer, who should have been retreating, will beat their opponent’s 
blade and finish either with a lunge or step lunge relative to what is 
appropriate at that distance. The purpose of this drill is to demonstrate how 
when attacking if one's opponent lowers the blade so it is within reach you 
can hit the blade, taking over priority, and the proceed to hit them. It is 
imperative that they understand when they hit their opponent's blade, better 
fencers will begin retreating which is why they need the judge the distance.  

 
It is of paramount importance that the fencers understand they have priority because they 
took their opponents blade and as such now have the ability to hit. Even if their opponent 
hits them, they will get the point as they have priority.  
 



 

Advanced Drills:  
 

- Attacking: 
 

1. March. Each fencer will march forward 10 times and attempt to finish. During 
the march, there is no limit to how many steps forward they can take. They 
can only stop coming forward when their opponent reaches the back line of 
the piste. During this time the fencer coming forward has to try and hit their 
opponent with either a step lunge or lunge. The fencer retreating should try to 
parry riposte. Once either fencer achieves their goal they go back to starting 
line and begin the drill again. After one fencer has had 10  attempts, the roles 
of the fencers will swap. Coaches should wait to reveal that for the fencer 
attacking it is best to keep the blade away from their opponent when coming 
forward so they cannot easily be parried. This should not be disclosed in 
order to see if they can transfer the basic skills to a harder situation. The 
purpose of this drill is to familiarise fencers with how to defend against an 
opponent who holds his attack, or, depending on the role, how to hold your 
own attack and wait for an opening instead of finishing prematurely and risk 
being hit.  
 

2. Feint Disengage. Each fencer will come forward and attempt to finish 10 
times. After one fencer has had 10 attempts the roles of the fencers will swap. 
This drill begins by one fencer advancing. This fencers will be expected to 
adjust and fix the distance themselves. Whilst coming forward the fencer 
needs to extend their arm so their opponent can parry. The trick is that the 
fencer, having intentionally stuck their arm out, knows their opponent will 
parry and as such will disengage and hit their opponent. Coaches should 
monitor how the fencers cope with the distance as this is one of the harder 
aspects of this drill. The purpose of this drill is to demonstrate how if an 
opponent is reluctant to parry and aren't providing an opening you can set a 
trap forcing them to expose themselves.  

 
- Defending: 

 
1. Counterattack Block Out. Each fencer will come forward 10 times with their 

blade far away from their target. The fencer who is advancing will have to 
decide, at a random time, to accelerate with their arm back. The fencer 
retreating will have to go back and wait for this opportunity. When this occurs 
the fencer going back will have to counter-attack. This involves first hitting and 
then blocking out the blade of the fencer coming forward. The purpose of this 
drill is to demonstrate that when fencers expose themselves in this way, 
despite not having priority, you can still hit them. However, it is key that 
fencers understand that because they don't have priority they have to try and 
stop the other fencer from hitting - hence why the block out their opponent's 
blade.  

 



 

*Due to their complexity, they will probably take 15  minutes each depending on how well the 
students grasp the concept. Additionally, as to not overwhelm students a maximum of two 
advanced drills should be attempted per session.  
 
 
2:30 - 2:35: Break  
 
Students should be given a 5 minute break. In this time they should be expected to get a 
drink of water or refill any water bottles they have present. If they need they should attend to 
any bodily ablutions quickly. Once done they should reassemble in the hall awaiting the 
coaches' instruction at 2:35pm.  
 
2:35 - 3:10: Bouting 
 
During this first session, students are encouraged to mix with a variety of partners for a 
series of 2 minute bouts. During this time coaches should advocate that the students not 
worry about winning or losing but instead focus on applying the skills just practiced. To 
ensure students do not work with the same fencer each time they should be instructed to 
partner with a person they didn't work with during drills. After this occurs, and 6 pairs form, 
the coaches should randomly divide these pairs into 2 groups of 3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

The foil groups should separated so that they are slightly apart from one another with one 
coach monitoring each group. The diagram below illustrates one example of how this could 
work:  
 

 
 

 
In this diagram the foil groups are situated in the top half of the hall. This is because the 
Sabre groups need equal space for their training session. This is represented by the dotted 
line running from left to right. In the top half the space left outside the armory hasn’t been 
used in this model and is advised to be left free so not only foil but also Sabre students have 
access to the armory at all times.  
 
 
 
 



 

Groups have been separated in this manner for 2 reasons. Firstly, with smaller groups, 
coaches can better monitor the development of specific pairs. This is because they have to 
focus on a smaller group and as such can designate more of their time and attention to 
students. Secondly, the ratio is now 6:1 which makes the coaches authoritative presence 
stronger than if it were 12:2. This is because despite the ratio being the same, smaller 
groups mean the boys are less likely to get rowdy. Furthermore, this is enhanced by the fact 
that, as mentioned, coaches will be able to better focus on their own group's fencers and as 
such can better police any students not fencing properly or breaking the rules.  
 
For Current Coaching Staff -  
 
It should be noted that there are 3 coaches at the Tuesday session. However, 2 of them will 
be focused on the sabre students, a different weapon. This leaves only one coach, Boston 
Fawkes, to manage the foil program. In this event Boston will be incharge of the entire group 
of 12, making the ratio 12:1. I believe that for the time being this is manageable as Boston is 
an experienced Coach, with state coaching experience in both foil and sabre. In addition, as 
Boston is significantly older than the students, 22 as opposed to 18 or 19, so he will have a 
more authoritative presence, seen more as an adult rather than an Old Boy. However, to 
help manage such a large group, I would still advise that Boston place himself at the centre 
of the group as often as possible to ensure that he can effectively monitor student 
interactions. This is because, if Boston chooses to situate himself at either end of the line it 
means that students furthest away from him are more likely to find it hard to listen and follow 
instructions with all the other noise in the room. Also, if Boston needs to give individual 
correction he will need to move to that student, however, I would advise he returns to the 
middle afterwards. Furthermore, on Friday there are two coaches for foil, D’arcy and Jack. 
These coaches, as they have the numbers, are recommended to split themselves into two 
groups as outlined above.  
 
With 6 fencers in each group, there should be 5 bouts; no one fences themself. With each 
match going for 2 minutes, then all the matches should be finished in 10 minutes time. 
However, it is advised that this number be revised to 12 minutes. This is because it is 
recommended that students receive a 15 - 20-second break between bouts. This ensures 
that they will have adequate time to rest between what should be intense bouting. This will 
add an extra 75 - 100 seconds.  
 
After 12 minutes half of the students should swap groups. This will mean there are 3 new 
fencers in each group of 6. Students should only focus on fencing people they haven't 
already fenced that session. Therefore, in this second round, there will be 3 new bouts that, 
with a break, should take 7 minutes. The structure and intention of this round is the same; to 
apply the theoretical skills from the drills into practice.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
3:10: Cool Down 
 
After this, 20 minutes should have passed, making the current time 3:10. During the last ten 
minutes, students should quickly take their gear off and hang it up properly. Coaches should 
again be stationed at the armory to ensure only a few students enter the armory at a time. 
This is to maintain order as well as reduce the risk of accidents. After students have neatly 
hung their gear, they should look to assist other students or coaches. Once all gear has 
been packed away students should assemble for a quick debrief on the session from the 
coaches and Mr Halls.  
 
3:20: Dismissal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
Session 2 - Friday - 3:30pm to 4:45pm:  
 
The goal of this session is to provide the students with the opportunity to apply their 
technical knowledge in a competitive bout. 
 
3:30: Warm up 
 
See notes per session 1 
 
3:40 - 3:45: Break  
 
See notes per session 1  
 
3:45 - 4:45: Tournament Bouting 
 
The tournament bouting gives students the chance to compete against their peers and put 
theoretical skills into practice. Students should be informed that their results will provide an 
indication to coaches as to how to grade teams for the season.  
 
In tournament bouting students should be randomly divided into two groups of 6, with one 
coach per group. Students will fence a pool of their peers. Each bout should go for a timed 1 
and a half minutes, or finish when one fencer reaches 5 points. The refereeing should be 
handled by the coaches supervising the pool. This will ensure results are accurate and that 
the time in between points is quick and does not drag on.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

*Below is a pool schematic coaches should have on them to record results. Note, fencers 
are represented by numbers.  
 

 
 
With 6 fencers in a pool, each fencer will fence 5 bouts. Therefore the maximum time each 
pool will take will be 45 minutes. However, 15 extra minutes have been added to ensure 
there is adequate time allowed between bouts and organizing groups.  
 
4:45 - 4:50: Cool Down + Dismissal.  
 
See notes per session 1 
 
 
 
 
 


